
On POV for the 2015 Community Novel Project 

Choose Your Own Adventure books are traditionally written in second person, but 

practice in writing a third person narrative will be more useful and applicable to 

our personal writing than an exercise in second person. This year’s novel will be 

third person limited for an implied “you” that helps our readers to follow the 

plot as an observer of the action, rather than the protagonist. 

In third person limited, the narrator knows the thoughts and feelings of just one 

character. All characters are described using pronouns such as 'they', 'he', and 'she,’ 

but the story focuses on the view of one main character. 

Writing Effectively in Third Person Limited 

Imagine that you step into that one character as you write. As a narrator, you know 

the world through his or her senses, so you hear, see, touch, and taste along with 

that character.  Much like real life, you wouldn’t be able to describe how 

another character in the room feels, or what something tastes like to him 

or her.    

Show, Don’t Tell  

To avoid “head hopping,” don’t tell us what other characters besides the main 

character are feeling or seeing…show us! We are along for the ride with our chosen 

one. If someone tastes something sour, we might observe a puckering mouth.  

Action over Reflection 

For this story, we’ll focus on active over passive, external rather than internal, 

present-day action rather than reflection—we are going for an immersive 

adventure, not a character driven story. “You” will still feel drawn into the 

character through the action, though we won’t be using second person. 

**Want to learn more about Character and POV?** 

Community Novel Project: Character Workshop 

Thursday, February 26, 2015 • 6:30-8:30 p.m., Marvin Auditorium 101C  

Fine tune your fiction writing techniques. Compare narrator perspectives and 

points of view. Learn how to build character backstory using continuity notes, 

photos, and worksheets. Discuss how to give your character a unique voice and 

maintain character integrity throughout a novel. tscpl.org/novel 


